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The Diamond Power TP-500 Thermo-probe is a mechanical which positions thermocouple element in the furnace to moniter the
gas temperature.
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This electrically driven mechanism aids the operator by continuously monitoring flue gas temperature during boiler start-up or
low-load operation. It is engineered and built for reliable operation and troublefree maintenance.
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Gas temperatures in the area just ahead of the reheater tubes at the exit of the furnace can be critical during boiler start up
before steam circulation is sufficient for cooling. The themo-probe permits continuous monitoring of these temperatures, greatly
reducing the danger of heat damage to the tubes.
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The furnace gas termperature and the probe position siginals (4-20mA or 0-10V) are available for display and control in other
control systems as well as DCS.
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Non-cooled Probe
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Water-cooled Probe

䔏⫔㾱⧭ᷛ8230mm
䔏ⷀ䁭㡙㸣Ⱙᷛ1200oC
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Max travel: 8230mm
Max gas temp: 1200oC
Cooling required:
30 gpm of treated;
Flow 0.11m3/min;
140oF max water temp.
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All moving parts are sealed and
protected from dirt and fly ash.

Totally enclosed, all-gear
driven carriage:
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TP-500 retractable Thermo-Probe, for safe
boiler start-up.
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All cables and hoses can be moved together in
both directions if required.

Power cable, thermocouple and hose
handling mechanism:
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Offers protection for drive mechanism, motor and
other moving parts under operating conditions.

Sturdy box-type structural steel beam:
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Provides complete protection for any thermocouple combination
compatible with customer's instrumentation. Optional tip cleaning devices
are available for severe fouling applications.

Probe tip:
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Size and material selected to meet travel and temperature
requirements for each application.

Probe tube:
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Simple wiring, and a flange mounted motor assures reliable travel.

Totally enclosed single drive motor:
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Special alloys selected for each application, long probe tube consists of serveral segments.
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Probe Tube
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Motor Data
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Mounted on customer panel for starting, stopping and retracting probe.

1.1KW , 380V, 3Ph, 50Hz, TENV
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other voltages and frequencies available.
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ĭ3.2 stainless steel clad, chromel alumel or iron constantan. Platinum rhodium and dual thermocouples
are optional accessories.
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Up to 10973mm for air cooling, 8230mm for water cooling at a maximum gas temperature of 1204ᲇ,
travel speed 3000mm/min.
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Swivel mounting standard, rigid mounting available. Wallboxes available for either pressurized or
balanced draft boilers.
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Mounting Arrangements
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Specifications
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They also assure equalized driving torque and provide optimum
probe tube stability throughout forward and reverse travel.

Dual rack and pinion drive:
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Single point connection for instrumentation and cooling
medium lines, either air or water as required.

Manifold assembly:
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The TP-500 features a box-type beam, which encloses the drive mechanism and motor. This sturdy beam provides
protection for all working parts, and assures probe tube alignment under demanding conditions of start-up and
temperature changes. The direct all-gear drive is sealed against dirt and fly ash. It connects directly to the single
traveling motor and eliminates many components that usually cause expensive maintenance problems. Power to
the traveling motor, signals from the thermocouple, and the cooling lines to the probe tube are all handled by a
self-contained carrier.
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features:
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Position transmitter: to signal extended position of
probe.
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Meter Measure: to indicate probe position and gas
temperature.
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Stop and read : to provide the tube gas temperature
by stopping the probe at the specified position during
travelling.
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Local control switch: for local operation or manual
override.
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Over-Temperature protection: Automatic retraction
on indication of over temperature with optional
connection to other control systems.
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Air jet tip: cleaning for severe fouling applications.
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The information contained herein is solely for informational purposes and is not offered, nor should it be
construed, as a warranty or contractual obligation. Diamond Power Machine (Hubei) Co. Inc. reserves the right
to make design or material changes without notice.
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Diamond Power Machine (Hubei) Co. Inc. (DPMH) is a wholly-owned Diamond Power
International Inc. (DPII) company located in China, founded in 1987.
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Diamond Power International, Inc. is a globally acknowledged market leader in all aspects of
boiler cleaning and ash handling. For more than 100 years, DPII has consistently provided
innovative technologies for power generation, pulp & paper and industrial boiler designs,
proven to solve the most difficult plant challenges while delivering promised benefits.
Diamond Power is headquartered in Lancaster, Ohio, U.S. with more than 80 field sales,
service support, distribution and manufacturing locations worldwide.
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For more than a century: Trusted for Experience. Preferred for Performance.SM
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